Agenda - February 21st, 2007 (Cloud 334)*

1:30 Call to Order
   Announcements

Approve Minutes of the February 7th, 2007 meeting

New Business

1:40 Proposals from the Health Education & Community Health Studies Department (Tim Berthold)
   #P07-02-21-01 HLTH 66 “Patient Education and Chronic Disease” (3 units)
   New permanent course
   #P07-02-21-02 HLTH 70 “Physiological Effects of Addiction” (3 units)
   Revisions of catalog description, course outcomes, course content, hours from “2” to “3” and
   units from “2” to “3”
   #P07-02-21-03 HLTH 79A “Beginning Fieldwork” (3 units)
   Revisions of catalog description, course outcomes, course content, hours from “2” to “3” and
   units from “2” to “3”
   #P07-02-21-04 HLTH 79B “Advanced Fieldwork” (3 units)
   Revisions of catalog description, course outcomes, course content, hours from “2” to “3” and
   units from “2” to “3”
   #P07-02-21-05 HLTH 83 “Motivational Counseling Skills” (3 units)
   Revisions of catalog description, course outcomes, course content, hours from “2” to “3”, units
   from “2” to “3” and course title from “Addiction Treatment Skills”
   #P07-02-21-06 Drug and Alcohol Studies Certificate
   Revision of certificate

1:50 Proposal from the Disabled Students Programs and Services Department (Paul Johnson)
   #P07-02-21-07 Certificate of Vocational Preparation for Persons with Disabilities
   New noncredit certificate

1:55 Proposal from the Architecture Department (Andrew Chandler)
   #P07-02-21-08 Interior Design
   Revision of major

* Presenters are asked to arrive a few minutes prior to their scheduled time.
   If the scheduled time is not convenient please call x5178 to request a change.
2:00 Proposals from the Photography Department (Steven Raskin)
#P07-02-21-09 Major in Photography
Revision of major

2:05 Proposals from the Biological Sciences Department (Carole Toebe)
#P07-02-21-10 NUTR 52 “Elementary Nutrition” (3 units)
New permanent course
#P07-02-21-11 NUTR 51 “Nutrition and Culinary Arts” (2 units)
Revisions of catalog description, course outcomes, course contents, course title from “Elementary Nutrition” and field trips from “none” to “yes”

2:15 Proposals from the Engineering and Technology (Welding) Department (Fabio Saniee)
#P07-02-21-12 CAD 190 “Advanced Computer Aided Drafting–Introduction to SolidWorks” (3 units)
New permanent course
#P07-02-21-13 Manufacturing and Metal Fabrication
Revision of certificate
#P07-02-21-14 Mechanical Engineering Technology
Revision of certificate
#P07-02-21-15 Drafting: Option II – Computer Aided Drafting (CAD)
Revision of certificate

2:20 Proposals from the Film Production Department (Lidia Szajko)
#P07-02-21-16 Cinema
Department Name Change
#P07-02-21-17 FILM 24 “Basic Film Production” (4 units)
Revisions of hour from “Lec. 3, Lab 3” to “Lec. 4, Lab. 4” and unit from “3” to “4”

2:25 Proposals from the Automotive/Trade Skills Department (Ben Macri)
#P07-02-21-18 Automotive/Motorcycle-Construction and Building Maintenance Department
Department name change
#P07-02-21-19 Construction Trade
Revision of certificate
#P07-02-21-20 Custodial Training certificate
New certificate

2:35 Proposals from the Fashion Department (Diane Green)
#P07-02-21-21 Textile and Fabric Design
New certificate
#P07-02-21-22 Upholstery
New certificate
#P07-02-21-23 Fashion Sewing
New certificate
2:40 Proposal from the Administration of Justice/ Fire Science Department (Fred Chavaria)

#P07-02-21-24 F SC 71A “Fire Instructor 1A” (2 units)
Online section of an existing course

2:45 Proposals from the Business Department (David Dore)

#P07-02-21-25 MABS 407 “Developing Web Sites – Expression Web” (3 units)
New permanent course
#P07-02-21-26 SMBU 9477 “eBay for Your Small Business” (Noncredit)
New permanent course
#P07-02-21-27 Accounting Assistant certificate
New noncredit certificate
#P07-02-21-28 COMP 9941 “Simulated Projects for MS Office – Self Paced” (Noncredit)
Revision of total hours from “90” to “45”
#P07-02-21-29 Paralegal/Legal Studies Award of achievement
Revision of award
#P07-02-21-30 Paralegal/Legal Studies certificate
Revision of certificate

2:55 Proposals from the Transitional Studies Department (Jane Sneed)

#P07-02-21-31 Adult Basic Education (ABE) Level 1
New certificate
#P07-02-21-32 Adult Basic Education (ABE) Level 2
New certificate
#P07-02-21-33 Academic Skills Intermediate Level 2
New certificate
#P07-02-21-34 Adult Secondary Education (ASE) Level 3
New certificate
#P07-02-21-35 Academic Skills Elementary Level 1
New certificate
#P07-02-21-36 CCSF High School Diploma
New certificate
#P07-02-21-37 Vocational Foundation Level 1
New certificate
#P07-02-21-38 Vocational Foundation Level 2
New certificate
#P07-02-21-39 Vocational Foundation Level 3
New certificate

3:00 Proposals from the ESL Department (Gregory Keech)

#P07-02-21-40 ESL 120AX “Low-Intermediate Academic ESL” (3 units)
New experimental course
#P07-02-21-41 ESL 120BX “Low-Intermediate Academic ESL” (3 units)
New experimental course
Curriculum Committee (continued)

#P07-02-21-42 ESL Literacy
New certificate
#P07-02-21-43 ESL Beginning Low 1
New certificate
#P07-02-21-44 ESL Beginning Low 2
New certificate
#P07-02-21-45 ESL Beginning High 3
New certificate
#P07-02-21-46 ESL Beginning High 4
New certificate
#P07-02-21-47 ESL Beginning High Intensive
New certificate
#P07-02-21-48 ESL Beginning Intensive
New certificate
#P07-02-21-49 ESL Beginning 1-4 Multi-level
New certificate
#P07-02-21-50 ESL Intermediate Low 5
New certificate
#P07-02-21-51 ESL Intermediate Low 6
New certificate
#P07-02-21-52 ESL Intermediate High 7
New certificate
#P07-02-21-53 ESL Intermediate High 8
New certificate
#P07-02-21-54 ESL Advanced Low 9
New certificate
#P07-02-21-55 ESL Intermediate High 7-8 Intensive
New certificate
#P07-02-21-56 ESL Intermediate Low 5-6 Intensive
New certificate
#P07-02-21-57 ESL Intermediate 5-8 Multi-level
New certificate
#P07-02-21-58 ESL Computer Assisted Beginning Low
New certificate
#P07-02-21-59 ESL Intermediate, Computer Assisted
New certificate
#P07-02-21-60 ESL Beginning Low, Listening Focus
New certificate
#P07-02-21-61 ESL Beginning Low, Speaking Focus
New certificate
#P07-02-21-62 ESL Beginning Low, Reading Focus
New certificate
Curriculum Committee (continued)

#P07-02-21-63 ESL Beginning Low, Writing Focus
New certificate
#P07-02-21-64 ESL Beginning High, Listening Focus
New certificate
#P07-02-21-65 ESL Beginning High, Speaking Focus
New certificate
#P07-02-21-66 ESL Beginning High, Reading Focus
New certificate
#P07-02-21-67 ESL Beginning High, Writing Focus
New certificate
#P07-02-21-68 ESL Intermediate Low, Listening Focus
New certificate
#P07-02-21-69 ESL Intermediate Low, Speaking Focus
New certificate
#P07-02-21-70 ESL Intermediate Low, Reading Focus
New certificate
#P07-02-21-71 ESL Intermediate Low, Writing Focus
New certificate
#P07-02-21-72 ESL Intermediate High, Speaking Focus
New certificate
#P07-02-21-73 ESL Intermediate High, Reading Focus
New certificate
#P07-02-21-74 ESL Intermediate High, Listening Focus
New certificate
#P07-02-21-75 ESL Intermediate High, Writing Focus
New certificate
#P07-02-21-76 VESL Beginning Low Communication
New certificate
#P07-02-21-77 Beginning Low VESL for Housekeeping Workers
New certificate
#P07-02-21-78 VESL Beginning Low
New certificate
#P07-02-21-79 Beginning VESL Career Exploration
New certificate
#P07-02-21-80 Beginning VESL for Construction Workers
New certificate
#P07-02-21-81 Beginning VESL for the Hospitality Industry
New certificate
#P07-02-21-82 Beginning VESL for Janitorial Workers
New certificate
#P07-02-21-83 Intermediate VESL for Hospitality Workers
New certificate
Curriculum Committee (continued)

#P07-02-21-84 Intermediate VESL for Job Searching
New certificate

#P07-02-21-85 Intermediate VESL for Construction Workers
New certificate

#P07-02-21-86 Intermediate VESL for Child Development Workers
New certificate

#P07-02-21-87 Intermediate VESL for Transit Operators
New certificate

#P07-02-21-88 Intermediate VESL for Printing Workers
New certificate

#P07-02-21-89 Intermediate VESL for Health Workers
New certificate

#P07-02-21-90 ESL/ABE for Automotive Technology
New certificate

#P07-02-21-91 Intermediate VESL for Biotech Workers
New certificate

#P07-02-21-92 Intermediate VESL Clerical Workers
New certificate

#P07-02-21-93 ESL Literacy Citizenship
New certificate

#P07-02-21-94 ESL Beginning Citizenship
New certificate

#P07-02-21-95 ESL Beginning Multi-level, Citizenship
New certificate

#P07-02-21-96 ESL intermediate Multi-level Citizenship
New certificate

3:15 Proposals from the Computer Science Department (Tom Boegel)

#P07-02-21-97 CS 141 “Mastering Regular Expressions” (1 unit)
New permanent course

#P07-02-21-98 CS 142 “Programming Techniques for XML” (2 units)
New permanent course

#P07-02-21-99 CS 152A “Programming SQL Server Using T-SQL” (4 units)
Revisions of catalog description, course outcome, course content, current hours from “Lec 3, Lab 3” to “Lec. 4, Lab 4”, units from “3” to “4” and current grading method from “Letter” to “Letter/Credit/No Credit”

#P07-02-21-100 CS 152A “Programming SQL Server Using T-SQL” (4 units)
Online section of an existing course

#P07-02-21-101 CS 183A “Computer Multimedia Tools” (3 units)
Online section of an existing course

#P07-02-21-102 Certificate in Computing Skills for Scientists
New certificate

#P07-02-21-103 Certificate in Database Programming
New certificate
Curriculum Committee (continued)

#P07-02-21-104 Certificate in Unix/Linux Programming
Revision of certificate

#P07-02-21-105 Certificate in Computer Programming: Java
Revision of certificate

#P07-02-21-106 Certificate in Unix/Linux Administration
Revision of certificate

#P07-02-21-107 Certificate in Computer Programming: Visual Basic.NET with Database
Revision of certificate

#P07-02-21-108 Certificate in Computer Programming: C++
Revision of certificate

#P07-02-21-109 Major in Computer Science
Revision of major

3:30 Proposals from the Matriculation Office (Carl Jew and Kitty Moriwaki presenting subcommittee recommendations for Prerequisites, Corequisites and Advisories)

Administration of Justice Department (Fred Chavaria)

#M07-02-21-01 F SC 111 “Firefighter Academy”
Prerequisite: F SC 50 “Introduction to Fire Science;” and one of the core F SC courses:
F SC 52A “Fire Protection Equipment and Systems” or
F SC 53 “Building Construction for Fire Protection” or
F SC 55 “Wildland Fire Control” or
F SC 61A “Fundamentals of Fire Prevention” or
F SC 64 “Fire Behavior and Combustion” and
Clearance from licensed physician

Computer Science Department (Tom Boegel)

#M07-02-21-02 CS 112A “Intro to Visual Basic.NET”
Advisory: MATH 840 “Elementary Algebra”

#M07-02-21-03 CS 112B “Visual Basic.NET Object-Oriented”
Prerequisite: CS 112A “Intro to Visual Basic.NET” or similar programming experience

#M07-02-21-04 CS 112D “Visual Basic.NET with Databases”
Prerequisite: CS 112A “Intro to Visual Basic.NET” or experience programming with Visual Basic; and
CS 150A “Intro to Databases Using T-SQL” or
CS 151A “Oracle SQL Databases” or
CS 155A “MySQL Databases” or
experience writing SQL queries
Advisory: CS 112B “Visual Basic.NET Object-Oriented”
Deletion of advisory: CS 152A “Programming SQL Server Using Transact-SQL”

#M07-02-21-05 CS 114B “Programming Fundamentals I/ C#”
Prerequisite: CS 110A “Introduction to Programming: C++” or
CS 111A “Intro to Programming: Java” or
CS 112A “Intro to Visual Basic.NET,” or
similar programming experience

#M07-02-21-06 CS 130A “PHP Programming”
Advisory: CNIT 132 “Intermediate HTML and XHTML” or demonstration of CNIT 132 exit skills; and
CS 110A “Introduction to Programming: C++” or
CS 111A “Intro to Programming: Java” or
CS 112A “Intro to Visual Basic.NET” or
CS 113A “Introduction to Perl Programming: or
CS 131A “Python Programming,” or

similar programming experience

#M07-02-21-07 CS 141 “Mastering Regular Expressions”
Prerequisite: CS 110A “Introduction to Programming: C++” or
CS 111A “Intro to Programming: Java” or
CS 112A “Intro to Visual Basic.NET” or
CS 113A “Introduction to Perl Programming” or
CS 130A “PHP Programming”
CS 131A “Python Programming,” or

similar programming experience

#M07-02-21-08 CS 142 “Programming Techniques for XML”
Prerequisite: CS 110A “Introduction to Programming: C++” or
CS 111A “Intro to Programming: Java” or
CS 112A “Intro to Visual Basic.NET” or
CS 113A “Introduction to Perl Programming” or
CS 130A “PHP Programming”
CS 131A “Python Programming,” or

similar programming experience

#M07-02-21-09 CS 151P “PL/SQL Programming”
Prerequisite: Completion/concurrent enrollment in CS 151A “Server-Side Databases” or
experience writing SQL

#M07-02-21-10 CS 152A “Programming SQL Server Using Transact-SQL”
Prerequisite: CS 150A “Intro to Databases Using T-SQL” or
CS 151A “Oracle SQL Databases” or
CS 155A “MySQL Databases,” or
prior SQL experience

#M07-02-21-11 CS 177 “Software Engineering”
Prerequisite: CS 110A “Introduction to Programming: C++” or
CS 111A “Intro to Programming: Java” or
CS 112A “Intro to Visual Basic.NET” or
CS 113A “Introduction to Perl Programming” or
CS 130A “PHP Programming”
CS 131A “Python Programming,” or

similar programming experience

#M07-02-21-12 CS 183B “Flash Game Programming I”
Prerequisites: CS 183A “Multimedia Tools” or
IDST 146 “2D Animation for Multimedia,” or
experience using Flash: graphical tools, built-in objects, and how to create timeline-based
movies
Deletion of prerequisite: CS 181 “Computer Graphics”
Deletion of advisory: MATH 840 “Elementary Algebra”

English Department (John Batty-Sylvan)

#M07-02-21-13 ENGL 93 “Introduction to Academic Writing and Reading”
Prerequisite: ESL 160 “High-Advanced Academic ESL”
(ENGL 92 and ESL 82 already approved as alternate prerequisite)
Fashion Department (Diane Green)
#M07-02-21-14 FASH 45B “Advanced Image Consulting”
    Prerequisite: FASH 45A “Image Consulting” (formerly FASH 45)

Film Department (Lidia Szajko)
#M07-02-21-15 FILM 40 “Film Exhibition”
    Deletion of the following prerequisites:
    Prerequisite: FILM 18 “American Cinema” or
                FILM 20A “Film History: Contemporary Film Expression” or
                FILM 20B “Film History: Contemporary Film Expression” or
                FILM 21 “Film Studies”

Health Education and Community Health Studies Department (Tim Berthold)
#M07-02-21-16 HLTH 72 “Cultural Aspects of Addiction”
    Prerequisite: HLTH 30 “Drugs and Society” and
                 HLTH 70 “Physiological Effects of Addiction” and
                 HLTH 78 “Field Work Prep: Ethics and Legal Issues”
#M07-02-21-17 HLTH 78 “Field Work Prep: Ethics and Legal Issues”
    Deletion of the following prerequisites:
    Prerequisite: HLTH 100 “Introduction to Drug and Alcohol Studies”

Informational item from the Asian American Studies Department (Angie Fa)
#I07-02-21-01 ASAM 10 “Asian American Popular Culture” (3 units)
    Revision of course title from “Asian American Culture”

Informational items from the Business Department (David Dore)
#I07-02-21-02 ACCT 10 “Introduction to Accounting” (4 units)
    Revision of course identifier from “ACCT 50”
#I07-02-21-03 PLS 1 “Introduction to Paralegal Studies” (3 units)
    Revisions of course identifier from “LA 51” and course title from “Introduction to Legal Assisting”
#I07-02-21-04 PLS 2 “Legal Research and Writing I” (3 units)
    Revisions of course identifier from “LA 52” and course title from “Introduction to Legal Writing”
#I07-02-21-05 PLS 7 “Business and Corporate Law” (3 units)
    Revision of course identifier from “LA 54”
#I07-02-21-06 PLS 8 “Tort Law and Claims Investigation” (3 units)
    Revision of course identifier from “LA 55”
#I07-02-21-07 PLS 9 “Wills, Trusts, and Probate Administration” (3 units)
    Revision of course identifier from “LA 60”
#I07-02-21-08 PLS 10 “Environmental Law” (3 units)
    Revision of course identifier from “LA 61”
#I07-02-21-09 PLS 11 “Debtors’ Rights and Creditors’ Remedies” (3 units)
    Revision of course identifier from “LA 64”
#I07-02-21-10 PLS 12 “Family Law” (3 units)
    Revision of course identifier from “LA 65”
#I07-02-21-11 PLS 13 “Intellectual Property” (3 units)
    Revision of course identifier from “LA 66”
#I07-02-21-12 PLS 14 “Immigration Law” (3 units)
Revision of course identifier from “LA 67”
#I07-02-21-13 PLS 15 “Medical Law” (3 units)
Revision of course identifier from “LA 68”
#I07-02-21-14 PLS 4 “Litigation I” (3 units)
Revisions of course identifier from “LA 71” and course title from “Civil Litigation”
#I07-02-21-15 PLS 5 “Litigation II” (3 units)
Revisions of course identifier from “LA 72” and course title from “Investigation, Discovery and Trial Preparation”
#I07-02-21-16 PLS 3 “Legal Research and Writing” (3 units)
Revisions of course identifier from “LA 75” and course title from “Legal Research and Writing”
#I07-02-21-17 PLS 6 “Law Office Management and Procedures” (3 units)
Revision of course identifier from “LA 80”
#I07-02-21-18 PLS 16 “Work Experience” (3 units)
Revision of course identifier from “LA 97”

**Informational items from the Health Education & Community Health Studies Department (Tim Berthold)**

#I07-02-21-19 HLTH 72 “Cultural Aspects of Addiction” (3 units)
Revision of course title from “Specific Populations & Addiction”
#I07-02-21-20 HLTH 77 “Co-Occurring Disorders” (3 units)
Revision of course title from “Multiple Diagnosis”

**Informational item from the Film Production Department (Lidia Szajko)**

#I07-02-21-21 FILM 25 “Narrative Filmmaking” (3 units)
Revision of course title from “Beginning Film Editing”

**Informational items from the Computer Science Department (Tom Boegel)**

#I07-02-21-22 CS 112A “Intro to Visual Basic.NET” (3 units)
Revision of grading method to add the CR/NCR grading option
#I07-02-21-23 CS 112B “Visual Basic.NET Object-Oriented” (3 units)
Revision of grading method to add the CR/NCR grading option
#I07-02-21-24 CS 112D “Visual Basic.NET w/Databases” (3 units)
Revision of grading method to add the CR/NCR grading option
#I07-02-21-25 CS 113A “Introduction to Perl Programming” (3 units)
Revision of grading method to add the CR/NCR grading option
#I07-02-21-26 CS 114B “Programming Fundamentals I/C#” (3 units)
Revision of grading method to add the CR/NCR grading option
#I07-02-21-27 CS 130A “PHP Programming” (3 units)
Revision of grading method to add the CR/NCR grading option
#I07-02-21-28 CS 150A “Intro to Databases using T-SQL” (3 units)
Revision of grading method to add the CR/NCR grading option
#I07-02-21-29 CS 151B “Oracle Database Administration” (3 units)
Revision of grading method to add the CR/NCR grading option
#I07-02-21-30 CS 155A “MySQL Databases” (3 units)
Revision of grading method to add the CR/NCR grading option
#I07-02-21-31 CS 159A “Database Design and Modeling” (3 units)
Revision of grading method to add the CR/NCR grading option

#I07-02-21-32 CS 160A “Introduction to Unix/Linux” (2 units)
Revision of grading method to add the CR/NCR grading option

#I07-02-21-33 CS 160B “Unix/Linux Shell Scripting” (2 units)
Revision of grading method to add the CR/NCR grading option

#I07-02-21-34 CS 177 “Software Engineering” (3 units)
Revision of grading method to add the CR/NCR grading option

#I07-02-21-35 CS 183A “Computer Multimedia Tools” (3 units)
Revision of grading method to add the CR/NCR grading option

#I07-02-21-36 CS 183B “Multimedia Programming” (3 units)
Revision of grading method to add the CR/NCR grading option

#I07-02-21-37 CS 183C “Advanced Multimedia Programming” (3 units)
Revision of grading method to add the CR/NCR grading option

#I07-02-21-38 CS 211E “Advanced Java: Enterprise Edition” (2 units)
Revision of grading method to add the CR/NCR grading option

#I07-02-21-39 CS 261A “Unix/Linux Systems Programming” (3 units)
Revision of grading method to add the CR/NCR grading option

#I07-02-21-40 CS 261B “Advanced Unix/Linux Systems Programming” (3 units)
Revision of grading method to add the CR/NCR grading option

#I07-02-21-41 CS 262 “Unix/Linux Network Programming” (3 units)
Revision of grading method to add the CR/NCR grading option

#I07-02-21-42 CS 260A “Unix/Linux System Administration” (3 units)
Revision of grading method to add the CR/NCR grading option

**Informational item from the Behavioral Sciences Department (George Shardlow)**

#I07-02-21-43 PSYC 10 “Abnormal Psychology” (3 units)
Revisions of assignments, evaluation and texts & materials

**Informational items from the Automotive/Trade Skills Department (Ben Macri)**

#I07-02-21-44 MOTO 80 “Intro: Motorcycle Design/Maint.” (5 units)
Revision of grading method to include CR/NCR option

#I07-02-21-45 MOTO 81 “Fuel, Lubrication and Cooling” (4 units)
Revision of grading method to include CR/NCR option

#I07-02-21-46 MOTO 82 “Motorcycle Tune-up/Service” (4 units)
Revision of grading method to include CR/NCR option

#I07-02-21-47 MOTO 83 “Motorcycle Electrical Systems” (4 units)
Revision of grading method to include CR/NCR option

#I07-02-21-48 MOTO 84 “Engine Theory” (4 units)
Revision of grading method to include CR/NCR option

#I07-02-21-49 MOTO 85 “Motorcycle Frame/Wheels/Brakes” (4 units)
Revision of grading method to include CR/NCR option

#I07-02-21-50 MOTO 86 “Motorcycle Engine Overhaul” (3 units)
Revision of grading method to include CR/NCR option

#I07-02-21-51 MOTO 87 “Power Transmission Systems” (4 units)
Revision of grading method to include CR/NCR option
#107-02-21-52 MOTO 88 “Motorcycle Dyno Testing/Repair” (2 units)
Revision of grading method to include CR/NCR option

3:35  Adjournment